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666. ON CONVEXITY PRESERVING MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS.

Alexandru Lupa~

1. A sequence a = (an):=O is said to be convex of order r if 6.' an ~ 0,
n=O, 1, ..., where

If
II Pn, i Ii, i = 0, 1, ..., n; n = 0, 1, . . ., is a triangular matrix of real numbers,

let A (a) = (An (a)):=o be the sequence defined as

(1)
n

An(a)= L Pn,n-kak'
k=O

n=O, 1,
'"

.

If K, denotes the set of all sequences which are convex of order r, then we
say that the matrix transformation A: a -+A (a) preserves the r-convexity if and
only if for every aEK, one has A (a)EK,: in other words, iff A (K,)~K,.

2. Let us present some particular sequences: if j is a non-negative integer
we denote by e* = e* (j) = (en(j)):=o the sequence whose terms are

k = 0, 1, ..., j - 1

k=j,j+l,j+2, ,... CER\{O}.

Further, for a fixed integer s, s ~ 0, let f* = f* (s) = (fn (s)):=o defined as

k = 0, 1, ..., s + r - 1

k=~+r,s-tr+l, ....

Using the identity (see for instance [5], page 147)
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as well as the notation
so(n, k)=Pn.k'

k . k

(k+m-j )Sm+1 (n, k)
=j~

Sm (n, J) =
j~ m

Pn.j

Xn(m, k)=
{

O,

sm(n, n-k),

the following proposition may be established:

m=O, 1, ... ,

(2) n<k
n;;;k'

Lemma 1. If e* (j), f* (s) are the sequences defined as above, then

An(e*(j))=C.Xn(j+ l,j); An(f*(s))=Xn(r, s+r),

/).jeo(j)=
{

O

c
, i.=I=j.; /).mfo(s)=O if m~r-l,
, I=J

(3)

(4)

(5) /).rej(j)=O for i=O, 1, .,. (O~j~r-l);

3. Professor D. S. MITRINOVIC (see [2]) has raised the problem of
finding the set of all matrices II Pn. i II which furnish matrix transformations
A: (an)--(An (a)) which preserve the r-convexity. Some kinds of such transforma-
tions were investigated in [1] - [3] and [6].

Our purpose is to present a solution for the case when A is defined by
means of (l).

Lemma 2. Let a = (an):'=O be an arbitrary sequence of real numbers. If
(An (a)):'=o is defined as in (1), then

(6)
r-I n

/).r An (a) = L:
/).j ao . /).rXn (j + 1, j) + L: /).raj . /).rXn (r, j + r),

~o ~o

where (Xn (m, k)):'=o is given in (2).

Proof. Let Ko, ..., Kr-p Co' ..., Cn be such that

(7)
r-I n

/).r An (a) = L: /).i ao' Ki + L: Ci'
/).r aj.

i=O i=O

Taking into account that /).rAn ( .) is a linear map we observe that the numbers

Ki and Ci does not depend on the sequence (an):'=o. Moreover, if we identify
in (7) the coefficients of ao' ap ..., anH one finds a linear system of n + r + 1
equations with the unknowns Ko, ..., Kr-p Co' ..., Cn. It is observed that
the determinant of this system is =1=0: for a particular case see [4]. Setting
in (7) a = e* (j),

°
~j -;;,r - 1, one finds (see (3) - (5))

Kj=~/).rAn(e*(j))=/).rXn(j+l,j), j=O, 1, ..., r-1.
C

If we select a =f* (s) then (7) together with (3) - (5) furnish us

c.=/).rAn(f*(s))=/).rXn(r,s+r), s=O, 1, ...
which proves (6).
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Theorem 3. Let An (a) be defined as in (1). The matrix transformation
A : a -+(An (a)):=o preserves the r-convexity if and only if

(8) d'Xn(j+l,j)=O for j=O, 1, ... , r-l; n=O, 1,... ,
and

d'Xn(r, i+r)~O for i=O, 1, ... , n; n=O.. 1, ... .

Proof. Let aEK, and suppose that (8) - (9) are valid. The identity (6)
implies'

(9)

n

d' An(a)= L d'aj.d' Xn(r, i+r)~O,
j=O

n=O, 1, .,. .

Now suppose that A (K,)f::.K,. An element from K, is the sequence

e*
(j) (0 -;;;'j-;;;,r - 1): indeed d' en (j) = 0, n = 0, 1,

'"
. Therefore we must have

d' An (e* (j));;;;O. But this is equivalent with C. d' Xn (j + 1, j) ~ 0 for every
CER\{O}. In conclusion d' Xn(j+l, j)=O, j=O, 1, ... , r-1. Another
r-convex sequence is f*(s). Using the fact -that d' An (f*(s))=d' Xn(r, s+r)
the proof is complete.

Finally, we note that if An* (a) = ~ i ak then the identity (6) furnis-
n + 1 k=O

hes us

(10) A' A * ( ) - ~ (j+1) (j+2)...(j+r) A,
LJ. n a - L., LJ. aj'

j=O (n+1) (n+2)"'(n+r+1)

implies that the implication d' an~ 0 ~ d' A: (a) ~ 0 is true.The equality (10)
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